**Project Objective**

Ecom Express Private Limited planned to host Oracle E-Business Suite to AWS by upgrading the E-Business suite version during Hosting.

**Project Benefits**

With successful completion of project ECOM was able to achieve an infrastructure which was highly Scalable and cost effective. By using the AWS Services like EC2, Elastic Load Balancer and Auto Scaling a fully automated infrastructure was build which could scale up and scale down based on the utilization of the servers along with automatic management of AWS Services like Scheduled start, stop and backup.

**Benefits**

Agility and Speed | Lower Total Cost of Ownership | Cost Savings | Scalability and Flexibility | Savings on 23.7% over provisioned resources | Security | Savings on 18.5% over provisioned storage.

**Project Overview**

Hosting Oracle E-Business Suite to AWS by reducing operational/maintenance & admin cost and planned to upgrade its Apps version.

**Project Challenges**

ECOM planned to upgrade its Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) to support and meet financial requirements. ECOM didn’t opt to procure the new hardware to host their application on premise which is more cost in terms of operational/administration. ECOM needed a better way to take step further on latest infrastructure to increase the performance of its additional Oracle applications and database technologies.

**Services Provisioned**

- Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2)
- VPC
- Amazon S3 storage
- Auto-Scaling
- Cloud-Watch
- Lambda
Value Addition

- **Agility and Speed**: With AWS, you can provision new infrastructure and Oracle E-Business Suite environments in minutes, compared to waiting weeks or months to procure and deploy traditional infrastructure.

- **Lower Total Cost of Ownership**: You benefit from the economies of scale and efficiencies provided by AWS and pay only for the compute, storage, and other resources you use.

- **Cost Savings**: You can shut down your non-production environments when you are not using them and save costs.

- **Flexibility and Scalability**: Amazon S3 storage is a highly secured service. It provides flexibility to store and retrieve any amount of data, anytime and anywhere.
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